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PROJECT SUMMARY
Critical literacy skills are essential in order to navigate a world filled with
injustice (Janks, 2012). These skills can and should be taught to students at the
elementary school level. It is also important that young students are given the chance to
read diverse stories that can act as both windows to experiences that differ from theirs,
and mirrors that reflect their lives back to them (Bishop, 1990). Combining the ideas of
critical literacy and the use of diverse children’s literature can create a meaningful and
authentic literacy learning experience for students. One excellent way to include more
materials in a literacy unit is through the use of text sets. A text set is a group of materials
that are centered around a common theme. These materials can include fiction and
non-fiction books, videos, articles, songs, and images. In addition to exposing students to
more texts, text sets can also be a way to make content more accessible for students
regardless of their reading ability (Lent, 2012).
This project was created in response to my research question how can a text set
made of diverse books be used to teach alternative perspectives to third grade students?.
I have created a fifteen day unit that uses a text set made up of diverse materials centered
around the theme of culture and identity. This text set will be used to teach the critical
literacy skill of alternative perspectives, which is being able to see events in a story from
different points of view (McLaughlin and DeVoogd, 2004). The unit includes an
introduction lesson, twelve lessons centered around pieces of the text set, and two lessons
where students create a project as an assessment.
The intended audience for this project is third grade students at an elementary
school in suburban Minnesota. According to Minnesota Department of Education’s
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Report Card (2021), the school is made up of 46% white students, 24% Hispanic and
Latino students, 13% Black or African American students, 10% students that are two or
more races, 4% Asian students, 0.6% Native Hawaiian Pacific Islander students, and
0.4% Native American students
((https://rc.education.mn.gov/#demographics/orgId--10199575000__p--9). This project
was created during the summer of 2021 and will be implemented during the 2021-2022
school year.
This unit addresses the Minnesota English Language Arts Standard 3.2.6.6, which
is that students will be able to “distinguish their own point of view from that of the author
of a text” and Minnesota English Language Arts Standard 3.1.6.6, which is that students
will be able to “distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator of those of
the characters” (MN ELA Standards K-12, 2010). Minnesota English Language Arts
Speaking, Viewing, Listening, and Media Literacy Standard 3.8.1.1, which is to “engage
effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas
and expressing their own clearly” (MN ELA Standards K-12, 2010), will also be
assessed.
This literacy unit was created using the Understanding by Design framework
(Wiggins and McTighe, 2011). In this framework units are created using a backwards
design method and are focused on student understanding of the topics covered by the
unit. The emphasis on understanding is meant to create more authentic learning
experiences that lead to true transfer of skills. I first started by identifying the concepts
that I wanted students to understand when the unit was completed. The following step
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was to decide how I would be able to tell students understood the idea I came up with in
the first step. This was essentially coming up with criteria for a valid assessment of
understanding. Once this was decided, I then thought about the learning events that
needed to occur to guide students to that understanding. This led to the creation of the
lessons I have written for this unit.
This unit includes lessons that use the Guided Comprehension Model
(McLaughlin and Allen, 2009). This model includes a five step process that can be used
to teach critical literacy skills. The first step is to explain the strategy that the lesson
focuses on. After that, the teacher reads aloud a story while modeling the use of the focus
strategy with a think-aloud. Once the teacher has modeled the strategy the third step has
the read-aloud continue, but this time students participate in the think-aloud with support
from the teacher. After the read-aloud is finished students get to practice the skill with
teacher support. The fifth and final step of the model is for students to engage in a
reflection about how they can use the focus strategy independently.
This project is near and dear to my heart, and was inspired by many things in my
life including my time as a student at Hamline, the amazing students I got to work with
during the 2020-2021 school year, and the continuing learning and growing I am doing in
order to make sure all of my students receive an equitable and memorable education.
Books truly are my favorite way to express anything, and I hope that this unit expresses
my love and dedication to literacy, and to making the world a better place, one read-aloud
at a time.
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Choi, Y (Choi, Y. (2001). The name jar. Dragonfly Books.
Unhei just moved from Korea to America and decides she wants an American name on
her first day of school. Her mother is confused, because she and her grandmother went to
a name master just to pick out a special Korean name for her when she was born. Her
classmates create a “Name Jar” full of their suggestions for her American name. As the
jar fills with names, Unhei has to decide what her American name will be, all while
making new friends and realizing that maybe her Korean name is what makes her special.
Chocolate Milk, Por Favor!
Dismondy, M. (2015). Chocolate milk, por favor! Cardinal Rules Press.
Gabe is a new student from Brazil and when he joins Johnny’s class Johnny thinks he is a
crybaby. Gabe’s classmates try and help him fit in even though he doesn’t speak English
yet, and Johnny learns that just because somebody speaks differently, doesn’t mean they
might not like the same things as you.
Bilal Cooks Daal
Saeed, A. (2019). Bilal cooks daal. Simon and Schuster Books for Young Readers.
Bilal and his dad are making daal and Bilal’s friends are going to help. His friends aren’t
too sure about daal, it takes so long to make and it smells different than any foods they’ve
tasted. They will soon learn that daal is delicious and worth the wait.
My Brother Charlie
Robinson Peete, H. (2010). My brother charlie. Scholastic Press
Charlie and Callie are twins that have a lot in common, but have differences too. When
they are young Charlie doesn’t express his feelings with his words like Callie does. The
family learns that Charlie has autism, and that his brain works differently than Callie’s.
Callie loves her brother and reminds readers that Charlie may have autism, but autism
doesn’t have Charlie.
I Love My Purse
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Demont, B. (2017). I love my purse. Annick Press.
Charlie loves his purse, and one day he decides he’s finally going to wear it to school. His
dad, his classmates, and other kids at school tell him that he can’t wear his purse because
boys don’t wear purses. Charlie doesn’t care, he likes his purse. Eventually the other
people in his life decide to wear and do what they love too.
Sparkle Boy
Newman, L. (2017). Sparkle boy. Lee & Low Books.
Jessie loves sparkly things like skirts, nail polish, and bracelets. Her brother Casey loves
sparkly things too. Jessie doesn’t think that Casey should wear sparkles because he’s a
boy, and boys don’t wear sparkly skirts or nail polish. Jessie and Casey run into some
unkind kids at the library and Jessie learns that it’s ok for Casey to like sparkles as much
as his sister does.
Papa, Daddy, and Riley
Kirst, S. (2020). Papa, daddy, and riley. Magination Press.
Riley gets dropped off at school by her Papa and Daddy, and one of her classmates says
that a family is a mom and a dad. Riley is torn, she can’t choose between her Daddy and
her Papa! Riley’s Papa and Daddy remind her that love is what makes a family.
Same, Same, But Different
Kostecki-Shaw, J. (2011). Same, same, but different. Henry Holt and Co.
Elliot and Kailash are pen pals from opposite ends of the Earth. They learn that while
some parts of their lives might be different, there are a lot of parts that are the same.
The Proudest Blue
Muhammad, I. (2019). The proudest blue. Little, Brown Books for Young Readers.
It is Faizah’s sister Asiya’s first day wearing hijab, and Faizah is so proud and amazed by
Asiya’s beautiful blue hijab. Some kids at school tease Asiya or ask what she’s wearing
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on her head, but Faizah and Asiya are proud of who they are and of Asiya’s beautiful blue
hijab.
I’m New Here
Sibley O’Brien, A. (2015). I’m new here. Charlesbridge.
Maria, Jin, and Fatimah are new students. They find that in their new classrooms they
don’t know all the words, how to write like they did at their old school, or how to do the
activities in their new classroom. Slowly, and with the help of friends, they learn how to
become a part of their new classroom and share pieces of their cultures with their new
friends.
Someone New
Sibley O’Brien, A. (2018). Someone new. Charlesbridge.
Written from the perspective of Maria, Jin, and Fatimah’s classmates from the book I’m
New Here, this story shows how these friends want to help their new classmates but are
not sure how. Eventually they connect with their new classmates and learn something
about them too.
Your Name is a Song
Thompkins-Bigelow, J. (2020). Your name is a song. The Innovation Press.
When a little girl gets picked up from her first day of school she is upset because nobody
at school could say her name right. On the walk home, her mom tells her that names can
make all different kinds of sounds, and to be proud of her name and to speak up when
people aren’t saying it right.
One World, One Day
Kerley, B. (2009). One world, one day. National Geographic Kids.
This book shares pictures of kids around the world doing daily tasks like eating breakfast,
going to school, or getting ready for bed.
This is How We Do It
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Lamonthe, M. (2017). This is how we do it: One day in the lives of seven kids from
around the world. Chronicle Books.
This book tells about the lives of kids from Peru, Italy, India, Japan, Uganda, Russia, and
Iran. The story shares where they live, what they eat, who lives with them, what they
wear, and other things about their lives.
At the Same Moment, Around the World
Perrin, C. (2014). At the same moment, around the world. Chronicle Books.
Time zones are explored in this story that tells what people are doing at the same exact
moment in different parts of the world.
Digital Materials
This is Me
Settle, K., The Greatest Showman Ensemble. (2017). This is me [Song]. On The greatest
showman (original motion picture soundtrack) [Album]. Atlantic Records.
This song is sung by the “freaks” of P.T. Barnum’s circus in the movie The Greatest
Showman when they are feeling like outcasts after being excluded from a fancy party.
The song is about being strong and confident enough to be who you are.
Opinion: From feeling awkward to celebrating my bicultural identity




An Indian American woman talks about how she was embarrassed of her Indian cultural
traditions when she was a child, but her 10 year old daughter has embraced it. She says
that people are more accepting now, which is why her daughter is comfortable being
proud of her Indian heritage.
Kids Share Their Cultural Traditions
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HiHo Kids (2020, April 28). Kids share their cultural traditions [Video]. YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xerrjjAyZs8
Children from different cultures share some traditions from their culture with each other.
One Chinese American child shows the other kids how to bow in honor of the Lunar New
Year.
We Are All Different-And That’s AWESOME!
Tedx Talks. (2017, October 30). We are all different - and that’s awesome! | Cole
Blakeway | TEDxWestVancouverED [Video]. YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQuM5e0QGLg&t=41s
Cole Blakeway shares about a special friend in his life, a 44 year old man with Autism
named Steven. Steven has taught Cole that it’s ok to be different, and our differences are
what makes us awesome.
Kid President’s Guide to Making a New Friend
SoulPancake. (2016, July 14). Kid president’s guide to making a new friend [Video].
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OoHdwUEfBts&t=3s
Kid President shows a list of tips for how to make a new friend, and demonstrates those
tips while trying to befriend Donna, a 14 year old Muslim girl.
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Lesson One: Introduction to Perspective
Essential Questions
-What is perspective?
-Can people have different perspectives of the same thing?
Objective
-Students will be able to define perspective.
-Students will understand that there can be different perspectives of the same thing.
Explain the Strategy
-Start by asking students if they have ever heard of the word perspective. Have them
share with people near them where they have heard the word. After sharing in pairs, ask a
few students to share with the entire group. Tell students that you are going to show them
what perspective is today.
-Students will partner up. One will use their iPad and another will get a pencil. Have one
student take a picture of the pencil while standing in front of their desk. Have the second
take a picture of the pencil while holding the camera up above the desk.
-Have groups look at both pictures. Ask students why they think the pencil looks
different in each picture. Have groups share ideas first with each other, then ask a few
students to share their thoughts with the whole class.
-Tell students that the pencils look different because the pictures are taken from different
perspectives, or points of view. The pencil looks different depending on how you’re
looking at it.
-Say to students “This is what perspective means. Different people may see a situation
differently depending on how they look at it. There are other things that cause people to
see things differently too, like their culture or who they are. We are going to start learning
about what makes people have different perspectives and how we can see our own
perspectives and compare them to others.”
Teacher Modeling
-Show perspective anchor chart and read through it with students. Ask students for
thoughts and examples of different characters having different perspectives, readers and
characters having different perspectives, and readers and authors having different
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perspectives. Hang this anchor chart somewhere in the classroom where students can see
and refer to it throughout the unit.
Independent Reading
All text set materials should be made available to students during independent reading
time, whether they are digital, print, books previously read, or books that haven’t been
read yet. Each lesson will end with students reflecting on how they can use what they
learned that day during independent reading time.
Example of Pencil Activity Photos
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Lesson Two: The Name Jar (part 1)
Essential Questions
-What is perspective?
-What factors influence perspective?
-Why do people have different perspectives of the same event?
Objectives
-Students will be able to define perspective.
-Students will be able to identify factors that influence perspective.
Step One: Explain Strategy
-Review the perspective anchor chart from day one. Talk about what perspective is, and
focus on the idea that different characters can have different perspectives. Ask students
why they think different characters might have different perspectives. Have them share
with groups, then have a few students share their ideas with the whole group.
-Tell students “Today we are going to be thinking about Unhei, the main character of
today’s story, and her perspective on what is happening. We are going to think about why
she might have a different perspective than other characters in the story.”
Step Two: Read-Aloud with Teacher Think-Aloud (Modeling)
Read The Name Jar through page 18 (the page the story begins on is considered page 1)
stopping to model the strategy of trying to understand Unhei’s perspective on the
situation and events. Stop at the end of the indicated pages to model a think-aloud.
Page 5: I wonder how Unhei is feeling right now. She might be nervous or scared. She is
in a new place and kids are teasing her about her name. If I were Unhei I would see
America and school as a scary new place that I might not fit in.
Page 7: How would I feel if I were Unhei right now? How can I try and see things from
her perspective? I know that she was nervous about telling the class her name, and that
the kids on the bus were not very understanding. Unhei is probably nervous that she
won’t fit in with her classmates, maybe this is why she didn’t share her name.
Step Three: Read-Aloud with Student Think-Aloud
Continue to read to page 18, now stopping and having students discuss questions in small
groups. Have a few students share their ideas with the whole class.
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Page 13: How do you think Unhei is feeling now? What is her perspective on choosing a
new name?
Page 17: What do you think Joey’s perspective is? How does he feel about Unhei and her
name?
Step Four: Supported Practice with Familiar Text
Today students will work in pairs to make a list of factors that might contribute to
Unhei’s perspective. Start the list together using the Unhei’s Heart Map graphic
organizer. Have the whole class come up with one thing about Unhei that might cause her
to have a different perspective from her classmates as an example. Students may say that
she’s from Korea or that kids on the bus teased her about her name.
Next, Have student groups work on this for 10 minutes, then come back together to share.
Use this time to support student groups that may need help with writing ideas down. You
can either help them write, or have them voice record their ideas.
Step Five: Reflect on How to Use Skill Independently
After sharing the information recorded on their Heart Maps, ask students to think about
using this skill during their independent reading time.
“Today we are going to think about things that can influence a character's perspective.
As you read today, think about factors that might make your main character have a
certain perspective. You can write them down on a blank version of the page we used to
write about Unhei today, or you can voice record your thoughts.”
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Lesson Three: The Name Jar (part 2)
Essential Questions
-What is perspective?
-What factors influence perspective?
-Why do people have different perspectives of the same event?
Objectives
-Students will be able to define perspective.
-Students will be able to identify factors that influence perspective.
Step One: Explain Strategy
Students will summarize what has happened so far in The Name Jar. Have groups discuss
and report out their summaries of what was read the previous day, and how they think
Unhei is feeling at the point in the story we stopped at. Review the things that influence
Unhei’s perspective that were discussed by groups yesterday during the Heart Map
activity. Remind students that other characters might have different perspectives of the
name jar and of Unhei’s name.
Step Two: Read-Aloud with Teacher Think-Aloud (Modeling)
Continue reading The Name Jar from page 19, stopping at the indicated pages to model a
think-aloud.
Page 27: I think Unhei feels proud of who she is and where she comes from, which is
Korea. She chooses to keep her Korean name and teaches her classmates how to
pronounce it correctly. Being Korean and her family going to a name master for her
name were probably reasons why she decided not to use one of the names from the name
jar.
Step Three: Read-Aloud with Student Think-Aloud
Continue the read-aloud, this time asking students the following questions after reading
the following pages.
Page 29: Joey took the name jar. How does his perspective about the name jar differ from
his classmates’ perspectives? What did Joey know about Unehi that his classmates
didn’t?
Step Four: Supported Practice with Familiar Text
After finishing the story, ask students these questions and discuss them as a class.
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-How does Unhei’s perspective about her Korean name change throughout the story?
-What would you think if you were one of Unhei’s classmates?
-Do you think your perspective would be different if we hadn’t read this story? How?
Step Five: Reflect on How to Use Skill Independently
Encourage students to use the same graphic organizer from lesson one during
independent reading time today to question what factors influence a character’s
perspective.
*The book Your Name is a Song, which is not read aloud during this unit but is included
in the text set, connects very well to The Name Jar.
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Lesson Four: The Proudest Blue
Essential Questions
-Why do some people have different perspectives of the same event?
-How does the point of view from which the author writes influence the story?
Objectives
-Students will understand that the point of view a story is told from can change a story.
-Students will understand that different people can have different perspectives of the
same event.
Step One: Explain the Strategy.
Begin by reviewing the perspectives anchor chart from day one. Once again highlight that
different characters can have different perspectives of a situation. Ask why students think
that different characters have different perspectives of a situation.
Say to students “Today we will be reading another story about a character that is made
to feel different by some of their classmates. I want you to be thinking of her perspective,
and of how her experience connects to Unhei’s experience.”
Step Two: Read-Aloud with Teacher Think-Aloud (Modeling)
Read aloud from The Proudest Blue, stopping on the indicated page to model a
think-aloud. The first page of the story with text is considered page 1.
Page 4: I can tell that Faizah is very proud of her sister, and that she sees her hijab as
something beautiful and something to be excited about.
Page 8: It seems like Faizah’s classmates don’t have the same perspective of Asiya’s hijab
that Faizah does. I think this might be because Faizah’s classmates do not know much
about wearing hijab. They don’t think of hijab the same way Faizah does.
Step Three: Read Aloud with Student Think-Aloud
Continue the read-aloud, now asking students to discuss the following questions.
Page 22: How do you think Asiya’s perspective of her hijab helps her stay strong when
others tease her?
Step Four: Supported Practice with Familiar Text
Have students talk about the following questions in small groups.
-How would this story be different if it were written from Asiya’s perspective?
-Why do you think the author chose to write the story from Faizah’s perspective?
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Give groups 10 minutes to talk, then have groups share with the whole class. Make a list
of what groups say somewhere that students can see and access during independent
reading as an anchor chart.
Step Five: Reflect on How To Use Skill Independently
To wrap up, tell students “Today during independent reading time I want you to think
about how your story would be different if it were written from the perspective of another
important character. We have a lot of reasons how The Proudest Blue would be different
if it were written from Asiya’s perspective, use them to help you think of reasons why your
book would be different if it were written from a different perspective.”
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Lesson Five: Jigsaw #1
Essential Questions
-Can people’s perspectives change?
-Why do people’s perspectives change?
Objectives
-Students will be able to use text evidence to support their ideas.
-Students will understand that a person’s perspective can change when they learn new
information.
Lesson Outline
Students will be divided into groups for this activity. Teachers should create the groups to
make sure there is a balance of reading abilities in each group. Groups should be three to
four students.
Groups will listen to a video or voice recorded read-aloud of their assigned story and then
discuss the guiding questions for their book. They will answer the questions on their
graphic organizer page. Only one graphic organizer is needed per group. Groups can
choose to either have one member write or take turns writing on the graphic organizer.
Before beginning the activity tell students that “Each book has a character who feels
different from their classmates or friends. After each group reads and reports back about
their story, we will talk about how the characters are alike and different as well.”
Have students focus on text evidence today. During the activity, work with groups on
giving specific examples from the text to back up their ideas. There aren’t necessarily
“right” or “wrong” answers to many of today’s questions. As long as students can give
specific evidence to back up their answers and that evidence makes sense, encourage
them even if their thoughts aren’t in line with yours.
Guiding Question for Chocolate Milk, Por Favor (these are listed on the graphic
organizer): What is Johnny’s perspective of Gabe at the beginning of the story? What is
Johnny’s perspective of Gabe at the end? How does it change? Why does it change?
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Guiding Questions for Bilal Cooks Daal (these are listed on the graphic organizer): What
is Bilal’s friends’ perspective of daal at the beginning of the story? How is it different
from Bilal’s? Why is it different from Bilal’s? How do the friends’ perspective of daal
change?
When groups have finished, have groups pair up with a group that didn’t read the same
story. For example, one group that read Chocolate Milk, Por Favor will pair up with
another group that read Bilal Cooks Daal. They will take turns summarizing their story
and sharing their answers to the questions on their graphic organizers. During this time
listen in on conversations to see if students understand the objectives.
After groups have a chance to share, bring the whole class back together. Have groups
share the information recorded on their graphic organizers. After each group has a chance
to share, ask students if they notice any similarities between the two stories.
Collect the graphic organizers at the end of the lesson.
Encourage students to listen to the other story from today’s activity during independent
reading time today, or any day for the rest of the lesson.
Reflection
Today during your independent reading time I want you to think about if any character’s
perspective changes once they learn new information or understand something better.
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Lesson Six: This is How We Do It
Essential Questions
-What is a custom?
-What is a tradition?
- How do our customs and traditions influence our perspective?
Objectives
-Students will understand that a person’s customs and traditions influence their
perspective.
Step One: Explain Strategy
Review the perspective anchor chart. Talk about how different people from different
places around the world may do things differently. Say to students “Different people have
different customs or traditions. Customs or traditions are a common way of doing things
that many people do and have done for a long time. People from the same culture or
country might have the same customs.”
Pass out the World Map graphic organizer. Project a world map or use some other way to
show a large world map to the class. As a class, locate and label Peru, Italy, Russia,
Uganda, India, Iran, Japan, and the country you and your students are currently in on the
worksheet map. Note that Uganda is not labeled on the map worksheet. It is located
between Kenya and Congo. Help students find the correct location.
Step Two: Read-Aloud with Teacher Think-Aloud (Modeling)
Say to students: Today we will read to see the perspectives of kids that live in different
countries. We will read about what they eat, where they live, and what their school is like.
As we read I want you to think about what your perspective of their lives are, and what
their perspective of our lives might be.
Read aloud from This is How We Do It. The first page of the story with text is page 1.
Stop at the indicated pages to model a think-aloud.
*As you read, work to make some kind of anchor chart or notes of each kid in the story
so that students can refer to it during independent practice.*
Page 6: I am already noticing that there are similarities and differences between myself
and the kids in this story. *List one similarity and one difference between yourself and
one kid in the story*
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Page 10: There are some foods on this page that I have never heard of, and some foods
that I wouldn’t think of as breakfast foods. I wonder what the kids in this story would
think of what we ate for breakfast. They might think it is strange to have cereal with milk
at breakfast!
Step Three: Read-Aloud with Student Think-Aloud
Continue the read-aloud, now stopping to have students discuss the following questions.
Page 20: Let’s stop and think about all we have learned about what school is like for our
friends in the story. Talk to your partners about one thing you noticed that was the same
about one friend’s school and ours.
Now talk to your group about some differences you noticed.
What do you think the friends from this story would think if they came to our school
today?
Page 28: What do you think about the games our friends in this story play? What would
they think about what you do after school to play?
Step Four: Supported Practice with Familiar Text
After finishing the story, students will work on their own to compare their perspective to
the perspective of a character from the story. Pass out the This is How We Do It
Comparing graphic organizer to students.
Choose one of the kids from today’s story. Use this worksheet to make a list of ways the
character’s life is similar and different from yours. After that, think about what their
perspective would be if they learned about a day in your life.
Model how to use the venn diagram graphic organizer to the entire class before giving
students time to work independently.
While students work, check in with those that may need extra support. If there is a large
group of students that need support, have them work together as a group. When students
are finished, collect the comparing worksheets. Students may keep the maps.
Step Five: Reflect on How to Use Skill Independently
Ask students how what we talked about and learned today can be used to think about
perspective during their independent reading time.
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Possible Extension: Use Epic or another online reading platform to search for books
about the countries that were featured in today’s read-aloud.
The books At the Same Moment Around the World and One World, One Day connect to
today’s read aloud as well.
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Lesson Seven: Author’s Perspective
Essential Questions
-Can a reader have a different perspective than the author?
-How does an author’s perspective influence what they write?
Objectives
-Students will be able to distinguish their point of view from an author’s.
Step One: Explain the Strategy
Begin by explaining how this article connects to the story that was read yesterday.
Yesterday we read about kids from different places around the world that have different
customs than we do. A person’s customs can often come from their culture. A person’s
culture is their way of life. This can be passed down through their families over many
years. For example, part of my family’s culture is celebrating (talk about a family
celebration from your culture). You have your own culture, or way of life. In the article
we are going to read today, the author talks about being proud of her culture and
traditions. I want you to try and think about the author’s perspective as we read today.
Today’s focus is on how readers and authors could possibly have different perspectives,
review the perspectives anchor chart about this thought before reading the article.
Students can choose to read the article Opinion: From feeling awkward to celebrating my
bicultural identity independently, or listen as the teacher reads the article out loud. Read
the article aloud regardless of how many students choose to read independently to ensure
all students have access to the article.
After reading the article ask students the following questions:
-The author and her daughter have different perspectives about their Indian culture.
What is each of their perspectives?
-Do you agree with the author that people in the United States are more accepting of
other cultures today than they were in the past? Why or why not?
Write this question somewhere that students can see. Have students write their response
to the question and collect the responses. Students that need support for writing can either
verbally share their answers or can be assisted in writing their responses.
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After collecting student responses to the question, watch the video Kids Share Their
Cultural Tradition. Ask students the following questions
-How did the other kids respond when someone shared one of their traditions?
-How does this video connect to the article we just read?
Reflection
Ask students to think about if they share the same perspective as the author of the book
they choose to read for independent reading time today.
*The book Same, Same, But Different, which is included in the text set but is not read
aloud in a lesson, connects well to today’s article.
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Lesson Eight: My Brother Charlie
Essential Questions
-Is culture the only thing that can influence perspective?
-How can relationships influence perspective?
Objectives
-Students will understand that a person’s relationships can influence perspective.
Step One: Explain Strategy
Review the perspective anchor chart. Then say the following:
We have spent the past week and a half learning a lot about culture and places around
the world. We have worked to see things from the perspectives of people from different
cultures, and are learning that your culture and how you do things helps create your
perspective.
Today we are going to switch gears a little bit and talk about how even people from the
same culture can have different perspectives. Your perspective can also change based on
the experiences you have had or the people in your life you know. Today as we read I
want you to think of how our main character’s perspective may be different than
somebody else’s.
Step Two: Read-Aloud with Teacher Think-Aloud (Modeling)
Read aloud from My Brother Charlie (the first page with text is page 1) and stop to model
a think-aloud at each indicated page.
Page 8: I am noticing that Callie and her mom have a different perspective of Charlie
than other people. Other people say Charlie is just being a boy, but Callie and her mom
think differently. I think this is because they know Charlie better than these other people.
Page 18: Callie has a different perspective of Charlie because she is his sister. He might
not express his love for her with his words, but she can see it through his actions. I think
that someone that doesn’t know Charlie might not be able to understand that.
Step Three: Read-Aloud with Student Think-Aloud
Continue reading aloud, this time asking students to answer the questions
Page 22: What is Callie’s perspective of Charlie? Do you think it’s different from kids in
their class at school? Why?
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Page 30: Callie says Charlie will like you for who you really are. What do you think
Charlie’s perspective of Callie is?
Step Four: Supported Practice with Familiar Text
After finishing the story ask students the following questions and discuss as a class
Callie and Charlie have a special bond being twins. This means that Callie understands
more about Charlie than other kids probably do. How does Callie and Charlie’s
relationship influence Callie’s perspective?
Step Five: Reflect on How to Use Skill Independently
Today while you are reading I want you to think about how the character’s relationships
to each other influence their perspectives.
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Lesson Nine: We are Different and That’s Awesome
Essential Questions
-Can two people with similar experiences have different perspectives?
Objectives
-Students will be able to distinguish their point of view from that of an author.
Lesson Outline
Begin the lesson by reviewing the perspective anchor chart. Focus students’ attention on
the idea that a reader and an author can have different perspectives.
Say to students: Remember, your perspective is also shaped by your relationships with
people. Today we are going to watch a video and think about what the speaker has to say
about differences and if we agree or disagree.
Watch Video We Are All Different-And That’s AWESOME!
After watching the video, have students answer the following questions in groups.
-Cole says that we are all different and that’s what makes the world awesome. Do you
agree with Cole? Why or why not?
-Do you think Callie would agree with Cole that differences make the world awesome?
Why or why not?
After groups have time to discuss, have the whole class come together to share their
thoughts.
Reflection
Play the song This is Me for students. After listening to the song, ask students the
following question.
-Which character from one of the stories we have read, either today or another day, could
connect to this song. Why did you choose that character?
Have students share their answers with the whole class. After sharing, encourage students
to think about if any other characters they come across during independent reading today
can connect to This is Me.
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Lesson Ten: Papa, Daddy, and Riley
Essential Questions
-Does identity influence perspective?
-Can two people have different perspectives of the same thing?
Outline
-Students will understand that identity influences perspective.
Step One: Explain Strategy
Review the perspective anchor chart before beginning the lesson. Ask students to give
examples for different characters having different perspectives, readers having a different
perspective than a character, and readers having a different perspective than the author.
Encourage students to give examples using media that has been read or viewed in this
unit so far.
After that, say to students:
We have been talking the last two days about how your relationships with other people
can influence your perspective. It is also important to understand that your identity, or
who you are as a person can influence your perspective. Today we are going to read a
story about a character that is confused because somebody’s perspective of her family
doesn’t match hers. I want you to think about how your life can influence your
perspective of the lives of others.
Step Two: Read-Aloud with Teacher Think-Aloud (Modeling)
Read aloud from Papa, Daddy, and Riley (the first page with text is page 1) stopping at
the indicated pages to model a think-aloud
Page 7: I wonder why Olive is confused about Riley’s family. Maybe she has never seen a
family with two dads. She is familiar with her family that has a mom and a dad. Maybe
this influences her perspective of Riley’s family.
Page 11: Riley is confused because her perspective of her family is normal. She knows
her family with two dads and doesn’t understand why somebody is confused by it.
Step Three: Read-Aloud with Student Think-Aloud
Continue the read-aloud, now having students answer the following questions
Page 23: How has Riley’s perspective of families changed? Do you think Olive’s
perspective will change?
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Step Four: Supported Practice with Familiar Text
After finishing the read-aloud, ask students the following questions and discuss as a class
-If you were Riley, what could you say to Olive about family?
-What do you think about this story?
-Did you have the same perspective about Riley’s family at the beginning of the story as
Riley did?
Step Five: Reflect on How to Use Skill Independently
Ask students to share how they can use what they have learned today during independent
reading time.
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Lesson Eleven: Jigsaw #2
Essential Questions
-Does identity influence perspective?
-Can a person’s perspective change over time?
-What can cause a person’s perspective to change?
Objectives
-Students will understand that perspective can change.
-Students will be able to distinguish their perspective from that of a character.
Lesson Outline
Students will be divided into groups for this activity. Teachers should create the groups to
make sure there is a balance of reading abilities in each group. Use different groups for
this activity than were used in the previous jigsaw lesson. Groups should be three to four
students.
Groups will listen to a video or voice recorded read-aloud of their assigned story and then
discuss the guiding questions for their book. They will answer the questions on their
graphic organizer page. Only one graphic organizer is needed per group. Groups can
choose to either have one member write or take turns writing on the graphic organizer.
Before beginning the activity tell students that “We are going to get into groups and read
two different stories again today. This time each story will have a character that other
people might not understand right away. I want you to think about how each character’s
family members' perspective of their choices changes throughout the story.
Just like with the previous jigsaw activity, have students focus on using text evidence to
support their answers.
Guiding Questions for I Love My Purse (these are listed on the graphic organizer): What
is Charlie’s dad’s perspective of Charlie’s purse? What is Charlie’s perspective of his
purse? Why do you think he changes his mind? What would your perspective of Charlie
be? Do you think it would be different if you hadn’t read this story?
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Guiding Questions for Sparkle Boy (these are listed on the graphic organizer): What is
Jessie’s perspective on Casey wearing sparkles? What is Casey’s perspective on wearing
sparkles? Why do you think Jessie changes her mind? What would your perspective of
Charlie be? Do you think it would be different if you hadn’t read this story?
When groups have finished, have groups pair up with a group that didn’t read the same
story. For example, one group that read I Love My Purse will pair up with another group
that read Sparkle Boy. They will take turns summarizing their story and sharing their
answers to the questions on their graphic organizers. During this time listen in on
conversations to see if students understand the objectives.
After groups have a chance to share, bring the whole class back together. Have groups
share the information recorded on their graphic organizers. After each group has a chance
to share, ask students if they notice any similarities between the two stories.
Collect the graphic organizers at the end of the lesson.
Encourage students to listen to the other story from today’s activity during independent
reading time today, or any day for the rest of the lesson.
Reflection
Ask students how they can use what they have learned today during independent reading
time.
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Lesson Twelve: I’m New Here
Essential Questions
-How can identity, culture, and relationships influence perspective?
-What can cause perspective to change?
Objectives
-Students will understand that different people have different perspectives about the same
event.
Step One: Explain Strategy
Review the perspective anchor chart, asking students to give examples of characters
having different perspectives, a reader and a character having different perspectives, and
a reader and author having different perspectives. Encourage students to use examples
from materials used in the previous lessons.
After that, say to students:
We have talked about how a person’s culture, relationships, and identity can all influence
their perspective on a situation. We know this means that different people can have
different perspectives of the same situation. Today and tomorrow we are going to read
two stories about the same event that are written from different perspectives. Today I
want you to be thinking about how the characters are feeling and why they might be
feeling that way, and how you would feel if you were in the same situation.
Step Two: Read-Aloud with Teacher Think-Aloud (Modeling)
Begin reading I’m New Here aloud (the first page of text is page 1) stopping at the
indicated pages to model a think-aloud.
Page 5: To her classmates, words at school seem normal. From Maria’s perspective they
are strange. I think Maria might feel nervous at her new school. It would be scary to go
to a new place and not be able to communicate with anybody.
Page 9: Fatimah’s old school seems very different. Her perspective of what school is like
is different from her classmates. She has never experienced school like this before.
Step Three: Read-Aloud with Student Think-Aloud
Continue the read-aloud, now asking students to discuss the following questions on the
indicated pages
Page 15: Has Maria’s classmates’ perspective of Maria changed? Why?
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Page 29: How have our character’s perspectives of their new school changed? What
changed them?
Step Four: Supported Practice with Familiar Text
After finishing the story, ask students to discuss the following questions as a class.
-Imagine you are Maria, Jin, or Fatimah. What is your perspective of your new school at
the beginning of the story?
-What could help change your perspective?
When the discussion is finished, tell students that in the next lesson they will read a story
written from the perspective of Maria, Jin, and Fatimah’s classmates.  Ask students to
start to think about how hearing this story from their classmates’ perspectives might
change what is seen or heard in the story.
Step Five: Reflect on How to Use Skill Independently
Ask students to share how they can use their alternative perspectives skills to question
what they read during independent reading time today.
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Lesson Thirteen: Someone New
Essential Questions
-Can people have different perspectives of the same event?
-How do identity, culture, and relationships influence perspective?
Objectives
-Students will understand that people have different perspectives about the same events.
Step One: Explain the Strategy
Begin by watching  the video Kid President’s Guide to Making a New Friend.
Before playing the video say to students:
As you watch, I want you to think about how you could use what you learn in this video to
help make Maria, Jin, and Fatimah feel welcome at their new school.
When the video is finished, ask students to share tips from this video that classmates of
Maria, Jin, and Fatimah can use to make their new classmates feel welcome.
After sharing is complete, say the following to students.
Now that we have watched and thought about ways to make a new friend, let's read a
story written from the perspective of Maria, Jin, and Fatimah’s classmates. As we read, I
want you to think about if you would have the same perspective of the new classmates.
Step Two: Read-Aloud with Teacher Think-Aloud (Modeling)
Read Someone New aloud to students, pausing on the indicated pages to model a
think-aloud. The first page with text is page 1.
Page 5: The kids' perspective of Maria is that she doesn’t know how to play soccer
because she can’t speak to them. I think that if I were Maria’s classmate I would use what
I’ve learned about perspective to think about how she is feeling and try to invite her to
play.
Page 11: All of the characters are feeling uncomfortable and sad that they can’t help each
other. I wonder what they could do to try and help their new classmates.
Step Three: Read-Aloud with Student Think-Aloud
Continue reading, now asking students to answer the following questions stopping on the
indicated pages.
Page 15: What do the kids think about Maria now? What did they need to do in order to
get to know her?
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Page 19: How do Jason and Jin begin to understand each other?
Page 29: How have Jesse, Jason, and Emma’s perspectives changed?
Step Four: Supported Practice with Familiar Text
Have students discuss the following questions as a class.
Today we got a chance to read a book from the perspectives of other characters from the
same story as yesterday. Do you think it’s a good idea to see things from different people’s
perspectives? Why or why not?
Step Five: Reflect on How to Use Skill Independently
Ask students how they can use their skills during independent reading time today
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Lesson Fourteen: Unit Assessment (part 1)
Essential Questions
-What factors influence perspective?
-Why do people have different perspectives of the same event?
Objectives
-Students will be able to distinguish their point of view from that of a character or an
author.
Today begins work on the unit’s assessment. There are three options for students to
choose, each one is detailed below.
Options for Final Project
Alternate Text: Students will choose a part of one of the stories read during the unit and
write a scene from the perspective of a different character than the one presented in the
story. They will also think about how the story would be different if told from their
perspective and how their perspective differs from the perspective of the character they
wrote from.
Character Substitution: Students will choose a story read during the unit and write a scene
replacing one of the characters with themselves. They will write the scene as if they were
in it, or will write about how the scene would be different if they were in it.
Character Perspectives: Students will think about the feelings of different characters in
the story and imagine what the story would be like if it were told from that character’s
perspective. They will choose 1 other character from the story and write about how the
story would be different if it were told from their perspective, and they will also write
about how the story would be different if it were written from their perspective.
Each of these can be written on paper, typed, or verbally dictated to the teacher in cases
where students are unable to express their learning through writing.
Begin today’s lesson by reviewing the perspective anchor chart, once again asking
students for examples. Then say to students
Today you have a chance to show what you have learned about perspective. You will be
choosing a story we have read together and will think about how it might be different if it
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were told from the perspective of another character, or even what it would be like if you
were in the story!
Introduce the three project options to students, giving an example for each option. When
introducing the options, work with students to brainstorm a few ideas of possible choices
for these options. Make a list as a class and display this list somewhere that students can
reference during their work today. See Appendix A for an example of what a
brainstorming anchor chart might look like. Listed below are potential examples for each
project option.
Alternate Text: Imagine or rewrite the scene where Joey and Unhei see each other at the
Korean market from Joey’s perspective.
Character Substitution: Imagine or rewrite Sparkle Boy if you were Jessie and Casey was
your brother.
Character Perspectives: Think about how I Love My Purse would be different if it were
written from Charlotte’s perspective, and how it would be different if it were written from
your perspective as one of Charlie’s classmates.
After brainstorming ideas as a whole class, break the class into groups of three or four
and give students a chance to brainstorm about their project ideas together. They can talk
about what they want to do or write, and they can help their group members come up
with ideas during this time. Try and pair students in groups based on the type of project
they have chosen to create, this may help them with brainstorming. Use this time to check
in with students that may need more support to come up with ideas.
After students have talked in their groups for 10 minutes, have them begin to work on
their project using the brainstorming graphic organizer that corresponds with their project
choice. Check in with students and listen to their project ideas, guiding them towards a
decision if necessary. Students should have 20 minutes today to work on their projects.
Use this independent work time to continue to support students as needed. Below is a list
of possible supports.
● Have students dictate their thoughts to you
● Give sentence starters in addition to the ones already listed on the brainstorming
sheets
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● Students can have the option to voice record their ideas instead of writing
● If students choose alternative perspectives or character substitution and are not
able to demonstrate their understanding through writing, have them dictate the
scene to you or to a classmate
● Pair students with similar abilities together if this option is available
When students have had time to complete their brainstorming sheets, have them keep
them to use in the following lesson. If students did not have time to complete their
brainstorming, support them at another time if possible so they have completed it before
the next lesson.
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Lesson Fifteen: Unit Assessment (part 2)
Essential Questions
-What factors influence perspective?
-Why do people have different perspectives of the same event?
Objectives
-Students will be able to distinguish their point of view from that of a character or an
author
Today’s mini lesson time is given to continue working on the unit assessment projects.
Students should have their brainstorming graphic organizers from the previous day.
Take time to check in with students and offer support as needed. Students should have
completed the brainstorming organizer for their chosen project in the previous lesson.
They will complete the planning page, and write their scene if applicable, today.
If certain students are not able to express their learning through writing, today is also a
time to meet with these students and ask them the questions on the planning page for their
chosen project. You may use the planning page to record the answers they give you.
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Alternate Text Brainstorming Page
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Alternate Text Planning Page
What part of the story are you rewriting and from
whose perspective?
What other characters are in this part? What is the
setting?
How will this character’s perspective be different
from the original story?
What can the character think, say, or do to show that
difference?
How is this character’s perspective different from
yours?
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Character Substitution Brainstorming Page
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Character Substitution Planning Page
What part of the story are you writing from your
perspective?
What other characters are in this part?
What is the setting?
How is your perspective different from the
perspective in the original story?
What will you say or do differently than the original
character?
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Character Perspectives Brainstorming Page
I am writing about how
would be different if it were told from the perspective
of
57
Character Perspectives Planning Page
Story Title:
Character #1:
How would the story be different if it was told from
the perspective of this character?
1.
2.
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